Deposition of alumina films by inverted cylindrical magnetron sputtering assisted by optical emission spectroscopy
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Alumina coatings have been deposited on glass substrates by reactive ac (41 kHz) magnetron sputtering of two hollow aluminum targets in argon-oxygen plasma at 5 kW sputtering power in the poisoned mode and in the unstable region of hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering. The poisoned mode produces nanocrystalline films of γ and δ alumina at a low deposition rate of 0.06 nm·s⁻¹. Amorphous alumina films have been grown at a higher deposition rate of 0.2 nm·s⁻¹ with the aid of optical emission spectroscopy in which the feedback signal of Al emission spectral line at 396 nm monitored Al concentration in the plasma discharge and accomplished the controlled oxidation of targets during reactive sputtering. Dynamic secondary ion mass spectroscopy studies confirm that alumina films grown in the unstable region of the hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering are highly stoichiometric and of uniform composition with film thickness. Our study demonstrates the successful coupling of optical emission spectroscopy with hollow cylindrical magnetrons for deposition of alumina films.
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1 Introduction

Alumina films are of great interest because of their applications such as transparent, hard and corrosion resistant protective top layers. Crystalline and amorphous alumina films have been prepared by variety of techniques such as electron beam evaporation, RF sputtering, pulsed DC sputtering, mid frequency AC sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, chemical vapour deposition and plasma spraying. Mid-frequency ac (41 kHz) reactive unbalanced magnetron sputtering offers unique advantages of high ion bombardment during thin film growth. Due to the unique geometry of hollow cylindrical magnetrons, growing films are subjected to significant ion bombardment and the technique produces crystalline alumina films at moderate sputtering power densities of 2 to 3 W cm⁻² without any deliberate substrate heating.

In the poisoned mode of reactive sputtering, high concentration of oxygen gas is used and metal targets are covered with thin layers of aluminum oxide; this produces crystalline alumina films but at low growth rate. Several methods have been proposed for the enhancement of alumina deposition rate: (i) separation of reactive gas from target by using baffles, (ii) hollow cathode substrate holders, (iii) feedback signal from target current or voltage and (iv) optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Alumina films grown by RF sputtering and electron beam evaporation, without high temperature substrate heating are usually amorphous. Although α-alumina (corundum) is the most desirable crystalline phase of aluminum oxide, amorphous alumina coatings are also of significant interest as they find application as corrosion resistant top layers; amorphous alumina is also a biocompatible and bioactive material. Amorphous anodic alumina is used as template for growing nanowires of metals and oxides. Amorphous alumina films are used as dielectric layers in microelectronic devices, since these have an advantage over crystalline films that the thermal conductivity increases with increase in temperature and these are more efficient for the dissipation of heat in microelectronic circuits.

In the present study we have investigated the growth and characterization of alumina films in the ICM-10 coating unit (ISOFLUX Inc. Rochester, NY, USA) under two conditions: (i) deposition in the poisoned mode of Al targets and (ii) deposition in the...
unstable region of hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering assisted by OES, which regulates the oxidation, i.e., poisoning of Al targets. During the two runs sputtering power was kept constant at 5 kW. The objective of this study is to demonstrate the successful coupling of OES with hollow cylindrical magnetrons for alumina film deposition in the unstable region of hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering.

2 Experimental

2.1 Alumina deposition in the poisoned mode

The schematic of the sputtering system ICM-10 is shown in Fig. 1. The coating unit consists of two hollow cylindrical (ring) targets of Al (99.5 % purity, 33 cm diameter and 9.8 cm height) and an advanced energy AC power supply (Model PE II) operated at a mid-frequency of 41 kHz and constant power of 5 kW. The first run was performed in the poisoned mode of targets using constant Ar and \( \text{O}_2 \) gas flow of 88 SCCM and 48 SCCM, respectively, shown in Table 1. The \( \text{O}_2 \) flow rate was high enough to cover the targets surfaces with thin layer of aluminum oxide. This reduces the sputtering yield from the targets causing a low thin film growth rate, but the film samples are close to the required stoichiometry. This is commonly known as the poisoned mode of the targets. During both runs several pieces (5 to 6) of ultrasonically cleaned, glass substrates were kept on a horizontal steel plate enclosed by the two rings of Al. The chamber was evacuated to a base vacuum in the range of 1.2 to 3\( \times 10^{-4} \) Pa with a turbo molecular pump and then Ar and \( \text{O}_2 \) gases (99.99 % purity) were admitted and power supply was switched on to create the plasma discharge. The poisoned mode run was carried out for 4 h. No deliberate substrate heating was provided during deposition and the substrates were kept at a floating potential.

2.2 Alumina deposition in the unstable region of hysteresis by optical emission spectroscopy

During the run 2, alumina deposition was carried out in the unstable region of reactive sputtering hysteresis loop by using the feedback signal of optical emission spectroscopy (OES). In this run besides introducing mixture of Ar and \( \text{O}_2 \) gases through two orifices at the top and bottom of the chamber (Fig. 1), oxygen gas was also simultaneously introduced into the chamber with a fast response time piezo-electric valve (Model PEV-1, Key High Vacuum Products Ltd. USA). The opening and closing of the piezo-electric valve was regulated by electrical pulses from an electronic control unit (Gas Clutch provided by Corona Vacuum Coaters Inc., Canada). This electronic control unit received an input signal from the photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu H5783-01) which measured the intensity of light emitted at 396 nm by excited Al atoms in plasma discharge. Light of only this wavelength was allowed to fall on the cathode of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) by an optical filter (Fig. 1). At constant target power and gas flow rates, the intensity of light emitted at 396 nm is proportional to the concentration of sputtered Al atoms in the plasma. Since sputtering yields from metallic targets are significantly higher than from oxidized (i.e. poisoned) targets\(^{26}\), a higher PMT signal implies lower poisoning of the targets by \( \text{O}_2 \) gas.

The operation of the electronic control unit (Gas Clutch) was performed through special computer software (Dual Exe program provided as a part of Gas Clutch) which allowed us to do reactive sputtering at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition run no.</th>
<th>Chamber Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Ar (SCCM)</th>
<th>( \text{O}_2 ) (SCCM)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Mode of deposition</th>
<th>Deposition time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Poisoned</td>
<td>14400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.19 to 0.23</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Unstable region of the hysteresis loop</td>
<td>6200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 – Schematic of mid frequency AC magnetron sputtering unit (ICM-10) with optical emission spectroscopy system to control hysteresis effects in target poisoning.
different levels of the target poisoning. The extent of poisoning was measured and regulated by “PMT signal set point” value in the computer program. Higher the set point, lesser $O_2$ was delivered into the chamber (through the piezo-electric valve), as a result the targets were poisoned to a smaller extent. For example a set point of 0.9 allowed only enough $O_2$ into the deposition chamber to provide a 10 % reduction in the Al signal, similarly a set point of 0.4 causes sufficient $O_2$ being introduced into the chamber to provide a 60% reduction in the metal signal, indicating relatively greater poisoning of the targets. A study of hysteresis effects on target voltage and current as a function of $O_2$ gas flow rate during reactive sputtering of Al in the ICM-10 system found that Ar flow rate of 75 SCCM required $O_2$ flow rate of ~40 SCCM for completely poisoning the dual targets of ICM-10 system at a discharge power of 5 kW.

Alumina deposition run assisted by OES was performed with a set point value of 0.157 in the dual exe computer program at a constant sputtering power of 5 kW and Ar and $O_2$ flow rates of 75 SCCM and 5 SCCM, respectively (Table 1). This particular set point value, along with Ar and $O_2$ flow rates of 75 SCCM and 5 SCCM, respectively accomplished the deposition of transparent, stoichiometric and highly insulating alumina films. Before each alumina run, Al targets were cleaned by sputtering in pure Ar discharge at 6.5 kW for one hour. At the end of this cleaning run, the PMT signal at 396 nm was normalized to 1. This was followed by reactive sputtering in Ar-$O_2$ plasma in the unstable region of hysteresis. The deposition parameters during two runs are summarized in Table 1. A shutter enabled the physical isolation of the substrates from the targets. The oxidation of the targets did not occur immediately but typically about 10 to 15 s after the start of deposition recipe, during this time if the substrates were not covered, it resulted in the coating of Al pre-layer on the substrates, the deposition of Al pre-layer on the substrates was avoided by using the shutter between the targets and substrates. Deposition was carried out simultaneously on several samples to check the homogeneity of structural and optical properties of films.

### 2.3 Film thickness

Thicknesses of alumina films on glass substrates were measured by studying the interference effects in UV-visible transmission spectra. The spectra were measured on Shimadzu double-beam spectrophotometer (Model 2010 PC). By noting the wavelength difference ($\lambda_2-\lambda_1$) between two successive interference minima and using the reported refractive index value of $n = 1.76$ and 1.65 for crystalline and amorphous alumina respectively, film thickness, $t$, were calculated by the following relationship:

$$t = \frac{\lambda_1\lambda_2}{2n(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)}$$

### 2.4 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction studies were carried out on alumina samples using Cu Kα x-rays ($\lambda$=1.54056 Å) on a powder diffractometer (Philips Model PW 1830). The X-ray tube was operated at 45 kV and 40 mA. The measurements were performed in grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) configuration by keeping the incidence angle fixed at 2.5° and scanning the proportional counter detector in the 2θ range of 10° to 100°.

### 2.5 Dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)

To examine the uniformity of composition of films grown in the unstable region of hysteresis loop, SIMS studies were performed on one sample from run 2 using sapphire as a standard on the CAMECA-IMS-4F system. Films were top coated with a Au layer of thickness of about 50 Å and an electron flood gun was used during analysis to compensate for sample charging effects. Films surface were not sputter cleaned before recording the SIMS data; and no effort was made to protect the samples from atmospheric vapors after taking them out of the deposition chamber. The composition analysis was performed with 10 kV Cs⁺ primary beam bombardment and by monitoring their positive secondary ions. The secondary ions were extracted from a 30 µm diameter circular region centered in the rastered area of the film. The rastered area was about 150 µm × 150 µm. Thin film depth was calibrated by measuring the depth of the sputtered crater using a Tencor Alpha Step 200 stylus profilometer.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Film thickness and deposition rate

Alumina films prepared during runs 1 and 2 were highly insulating and transparent in the UV visible range and showed interference effects when examined visually, and had excellent adhesion with glass substrates.

Figure 2 shows the UV-visible transmittance spectra of several films deposited in the poisoned...
mode (run 1) and in the unstable region of hysteresis loop (run 2). The average thickness of crystalline films on glass substrates during poisoned mode (run 1) was 895 ± 30 nm, while thickness of amorphous films grown by run 2 was 1160 ± 70 nm. Film deposition rates in the poisoned mode and in the unstable region of hysteresis loop were 0.06 nm·s⁻¹ and 0.20 nm·s⁻¹, respectively.

Alumina films grown by RF sputtering are usually found to be amorphous and one study reported⁴ a deposition rate of 0.2 to 0.5 nm·s⁻¹ depending upon the inter-electrode distance at a target power density of 6.4 W cm⁻². Electron beam evaporation usually forms amorphous alumina films; Proost and Spaepen² deposited stoichiometric amorphous alumina films at an average rate of 0.3 nm·s⁻¹ by electron beam evaporation at in-situ substrate temperature of 600 °C. Electron beam evaporation has a disadvantage that it sometimes produces oxygen deficient films that have poor transparency in the UV visible region.⁵ Schneider et al.³⁰ deposited amorphous alumina films by reactive pulsed DC magnetron sputtering at rates of 0.38-0.78 nm·s⁻¹ by regulating the oxygen partial pressure in the coating unit at a chamber pressure of 0.67 Pa. Jones and Logan¹⁹ achieved very high alumina deposition rate of 3.66 nm·s⁻¹ by reactive sputtering at high pressure of 6.6-9.3 Pa. The primary factor that determines the deposition rate of films by sputtering is the power density.

It may be noted that the chamber pressure during run 2 was not constant but oscillated from 0.19 to 0.22 Pa (Table 1). This was because O₂ flow into the chamber via piezo valve varied with time as the target oscillated between metallic and oxidized states.

3.2 Structure

An XRD pattern of one crystalline film on glass substrate prepared in the poisoned mode of Al targets (run 1) is shown in Fig. 3. Two characteristic broad peaks centered at 45.9° and 67.1° were detected in the samples grown during run 1. These two peaks match with γ and δ alumina phases³¹,³² and could be due to the superposition of peaks due to both γ and δ phases. Two other weak peaks were detected at 37.7° and 61.0° which also matched with γ and δ phases.

Deposition run 2 produced amorphous alumina films (Fig. 3). The use of feedback signal from OES prevented the complete oxidation of metal targets in Ar-O₂ plasma and allowed the deposition in the unstable region of hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering at a faster rate (0.20 nm·s⁻¹), however films were not crystalline (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 3 – GIXRD patterns of alumina films on glass substrates grown during runs 1 and 2.](image)

![Fig. 2 – Interference effects in the UV-visible transmission spectra of alumina films grown during runs 1 and 2.](image)

![Fig. 4 – O and Al atomic ratio in amorphous alumina films as a function of thickness.](image)
The amorphous nature of films is due to two factors: higher growth rate and lower substrate temperature due to incomplete poisoning of the targets. The poisoned mode of reactive sputtering causes high secondary electron emission (SEE) from the targets. These electrons are picked up by oxygen species in the plasma, negative oxygen ions in turn bombard the substrate holder plate and heat it. The electron and negative ion bombardment raises the temperature to about 350 °C at sputtering power of 5 kW although the substrates were not heated deliberately during deposition.

The use of Gas Clutch enhances the deposition rate by preventing the complete poisoning (oxidation) of targets, but it also lowers SEE and hence the negative ion bombardment of the substrate holder. This lowers the substrate temperature and deteriorates film crystallinity.

3.3 Composition

The composition and uniformity of films grown by OES were studied by dynamic SIMS. These analysis showed that films were highly stoichiometric and contained 40 atomic % Al and 60 atomic % O (Fig. 4). Using reported density of 3.3 g cm\(^{-3}\) for amorphous alumina\(^{35,36}\), Al and O concentration were calculated to be 4×10\(^{22}\) cm\(^{-3}\) and 6×10\(^{22}\) cm\(^{-3}\), respectively. The top layers of the film (up to ~20 nm) contained excess of oxygen and hydrogen impurities probably due to water molecules adsorbed from the atmosphere. Small argon impurities were also present in the film due to use of argon during sputtering deposition (Fig. 5). At depths more than 50 nm, H concentration was 1.6×10\(^{20}\) cm\(^{-3}\) and Ar concentration was 4.9×10\(^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\). Therefore the hydrogen impurity concentration was very small ~ 0.1 atomic % in the amorphous alumina film.

Depth profiling studies confirmed that composition of alumina film was uniform over a depth of at least 260 nm. Therefore highly stable deposition of alumina was achieved in the unstable region of hysteresis loop of reactive sputtering with the assistance of feedback signal from OES.

4 Conclusions

Crystalline and amorphous alumina films were prepared by reactive inverted cylindrical magnetron sputtering using mid frequency ac power supply in the novel geometry of dual hollow cylindrical targets. Amorphous alumina deposition was carried at a rate faster than that normally achieved by sputtering techniques at target power density of 2.4 W cm\(^{-2}\) and was comparable to the growth rates usually reported with electron beam evaporation. Higher deposition rate was achieved by using optical emission spectroscopy that monitored Al concentration in the plasma and prevented the complete oxidation of metal targets. SIMS analysis showed that bulk composition of films was fairly uniform, although top layers (up to 20 nm) contained higher concentration of oxygen concentration probably due to water molecules adsorbed from the atmosphere post-deposition. It was concluded that optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is a reliable technique for growing uniform alumina films by regulating the hysteresis effects in reactive sputtering. OES along with in-situ substrate heating can produce crystalline alumina coatings at a higher deposition rates and at moderate sputtering power densities of 2 to 3 W cm\(^{-2}\).
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